
Hello Kids!!! 

I hope you are all Ok taking this time we should all be at home the best you can! I still 
haven´t received some of you ESU’s draft copies. For the ones who haven’t written 
your pieces of writing, please don’t sit back and relax and catch up on with your 
homeworks!!! 

 In order to continue with our home schooling plan, this time you are supposed to 
write an essay. Writing essays is one of the main parts of the CAE exam and you’ll 
have to work really hard on it. As soon as we come back to classes, we´ll work 
personally on each of the item that should be included in your essays and we’ll try to 
make the best of our time. 

 A very important tip to take into account when writing essays is “brainstorming”. As I 
told you in last week’s task, take your time, sit down and think carefully on the topic 
you are supposed to develop in your piece of writing. Including new and accurate 
vocabulary, linking words and right connectors is as well important. Clear and ordered
ideas will make your writing interesting and captivating. 

Take a look at the following pyramid:

                                                         

 This picture above is just a resume of what an essay should include!! Remember to 
express your ideas clearly and always include the information you are supposed to.



 For further information you might use your Gold coursebooks, Writing Reference, 
pages 168 &169. There you will find hints and useful phrases to can include. 

Writing task:

 Write your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style.

 Your deadline to send me your writings via e-mail (anawil81@hotmail.com) is 
Monday, March 30th. Please feel free to email me whenever you need it!!

Loves you a lot, 

Miss!
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